ABSTRACT Reversible data hiding is an important topic of data hiding. This paper proposes a novel separable and error-free reversible data hiding in an encrypted image based on two-layer pixel errors. Specifically, the proposed scheme divides the original image into a series of non-overlapped blocks and permutes these blocks. Then, a closed Hilbert curve is used for scanning each block to obtain a one-dimensional pixel sequence. The pixels of the sequence are encrypted with key transmission. During data hiding, each nonoverlapped block of the encrypted image is scanned in the closed Hilbert order to generate a one-dimensional encrypted pixel sequence. Finally, it exploits the histogram of two-layer adjacent encrypted pixel errors to embed secret data by histogram shifting and generate a marked encrypted image. Many experiments are carried out, and the results demonstrate that the proposed scheme reaches a high payload and outperforms some reversible data hiding schemes in the encrypted image.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data hiding is an efficient technique which aims to embed secret information into cover medium by modifying its insignificant components for various applications [1] - [5] , such as copyright protection, secret communication, and content authentication. Generally, the modifying operation will suffer distortion in the host signal inevitably. While some applications, e.g., military or medical images cannot accept such distortion, no matter how small it is. In this scenario it is indispensable to embed reversibly the secret data so that the original contents can be restored without errors after extraction of the embedded data. For the demand of reversible manner in data hiding, reversible data hiding (RDH) was proposed. Since first introduced, many researchers make a great endeavor to design different ingenious methods.
In the past years, a number of RDH schemes have emerged so far, and can be classified into three categories: Lossless compression based methods, Difference expansion (DE) based methods, Histogram shifting (HS) based methods. Lossless compression based methods losslessly compress the least significant bit (LSB) planes or quantization residuals to vacate space for embedding secret data by [6] and [7] . Their embedding capacities are limited and are applied to image authentication and watermarking. DE based methods calculate the difference between a pair of neighboring pixels. The difference value is expanded to create a vacant least significant bit (LSB) [8] , [9] . In HS based methods, secret data is embedded into the space vacated by shifting the bins of histogram [10] - [16] . Among them, HS based methods can reach better tradeoff between embedding capacity and visual quality, and therefore have attracted much attention.
Encryption aims to map the significant image (plane image) into a noise-like one and it offers confidentiality for images to prevent unauthorized access [17] - [19] . In some special application scenarios, some additional message needs to be embedded into encrypted images to meet the demand for privacy protection, and also the plain image must be recovered perfectly. Consequently, a reversible data hiding scheme for encrypted image is introduced. Recently, many researchers have made more endeavors to reversible data hiding algorithms in encrypted images (RDHEI). There are two main types of RDHEI algorithms: the joint RDHEI and the separable RDHEI. The former only extracts the embedded messages after image decryption. During data extraction, data-hiding key and encryption key should be available. While the latter extracts embedded messages from the marked encrypted image without encryption key, its data extraction and image recovery are independent and separated. Moreover, it is more flexible than the former.
In the joint RDHEI methods, Zhang [20] divided the encrypted image into several blocks and flipped 3 LSBs of a half of pixels in the block to embed a bit of secret. After image encryption, data extraction and image recovery were performed by a fluctuation function. Zhang' method is a preliminary research for RDH algorithms in encrypted images and some errors exist in the recovered image and extracted data when the block size is small. Hong et al. [21] exploited an improved fluctuation function and side match technique to reduce extraction error rate in comparison to [20] . Liao and Shu [22] embedded a bit of secret into a block by the same scheme with [20] and considered the locations of different pixels to design a calculation of block complexity for data extraction and image restoration. Qin and Zhang [23] utilized a selection mechanism to determine which pixels were used for data hiding. The method is efficient. Yi et al. [24] encrypted image with two steps: block permutation and stream encipher. Since block permutation keeps strong spatial correlations, secret data bits can be embedded into image blocks using adaptive block-level based prediction-error expansion. Agrawal and Kumar [25] divided original image into several consecutive sets, calculated mean of each set, stored it at the first element of its set before encryption, and finally embedded a secret bit into the encrypted pixels of one set except for the pixel holding the mean value in the set. Chenet al. [26] used Paillier encryption [43] to encrypt each pixel and embedded a bit of secret into a pair of adjacent encrypted pixels. Shiu et al. [27] proceed a pair of adjacent original pixels using DE to obtain a pair of odd or even pixels, then used Paillier encryption to encrypt the proceeded pixels. Similar to [26] , a secret bit will be embedded into a pair of adjacent encrypted pixels. However, the use of Paillier encryption leads to data expansion in the two schemes [26] , [27] . In [28] - [30] , the encoding and decoding principle of the JPEG image is exploited to design efficient reversible data hiding schemes.
In the separable RDHEI methods, Zhang [31] introduced compression of encrypted images to realize separable RDHEI. In [32] , distributed source coding is employed to improve compression ratio of encrypted image of the scheme [31] , which vacates large room for data hiding.
Tang et al. [33] embedded the secret data into an encrypted image with the use of the alpha channel to obtain a marked encrypted PNG image. The use of alpha channel guarantees correct image recovery. Qian et al. [34] divided the encrypted image into three sets and compressed those sets to vacate room for data hiding. The original image can be recovered without errors by a progressive mechanism.
As image encryption generally destroys spatial correlation of pixels and results in the maximal entropy of the image, it is difficult to vacate space from encrypted image for data hiding. Consequently, image preprocessing before encryption [35] - [37] and specific encryption schemes [38] - [41] are developed to realize separate RDHEI. Ma et al. [35] provided a separate RDHEI method by vacating room prior to encryption. It aims to obtain room by embedding the LSBs of selected pixels into other pixels using a traditional RDH method. Secret data are embedded into the room of the encrypted image. Zhang et al. [36] shifted the histogram of estimating errors to vacate room for accommodating secret data before encrypting image. Nguyen et al. [37] classified the pixels into smooth and complex regions according to four neighborhood pixels of those pixels firstly, and then encrypted the original image. Secret data are embedded into the middle bit-planes of the smooth pixels of encrypted image. Tang et al. [38] designed a block-based encryption method and compressed pixel difference in each block of encrypted image to vacate room for data hiding. In [39] , two adjacent pixels are encrypted by employing the same pseudo-random bits. Secret data can be embedded since the exclusive-or values of two neighboring pixels are reserved after image encryption. Li et al. [40] divided image into several crosses, adopted the same key to encrypt pixels in each cross and embedded secret data via shifting the difference histogram of the encrypted image. Xiao et al. [41] divided image into several blocks, adopted additive homomorphism and PVO (pixel value ordering) strategy to realize hiding data in each block. The algorithms [40] - [41] use the same key to encrypt the local pixels. Therefore, their local entropies of image are small, which is not secure in terms of image entropy. Zhang et al. [42] exploited the probabilistic and homomorphic properties of cryptosystems to design a lossless, a reversible, and a combined data-hiding schemes. Recently, Khelifi [43] analyzed security of the stream cipher used in some state-of-the-art RDHEI algorithms and pointed out security weakness of these algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a novel reversible data hiding based on two-layer pixel difference. The proposed data hiding scheme can reach a high embedding payload and error-free data extraction. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed reversible data hiding in encrypted image. We show how the scheme embeds data in the encrypted image and recover the original image. Section III provides experimental results and evaluates the performance of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section IV. II. PROPOSED SCHEME Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed scheme. A content owner encrypts the original uncompressed image using an encryption key to produce an encrypted image. A data hider embeds secret data into the encrypted image to obtain a marked encrypted image according to the data-hiding key. Then, with a marked encrypted image, the receiver extracts secret data using the data-hiding key. A directly decrypted image with good quality can be obtained by decryption if the receiver has the encryption key. When both keys are available, secret data can be extracted and the original image can be losslessly recovered.
A. IMAGE ENCRYPTION
Our image encryption consists of two components: block permutation and transmission encryption. Let I be an 8-bit grayscale uncompressed image with H ×W size. Firstly, the content owner divides the original image into a series of non-overlapped blocks sized n × (n + 1) in raster-scanning order and the number of blocks is N = H /n × W /(n+1) , where · denotes rounding down operation. These blocks are permutated according to a random key K p . Let the permutated blocks be {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B N }. Then, transmission encryption is introduced as follows. Two closed Hilbert orders are constructed as depicted in Fig.2 for scanning the pixels of permutated blocks. Since the Hilbert orders are closed, all the pixels can be traced beginning with any pixel in one block. Also there are two optional closed Hilbert orders for each permutated block, we use logistic chaotic map to select Hilbert order for each block. The logistic chaotic map is defined as follows Where r is a control parameter. When 3.569945972 < r < 4, the logistic map will reach chaotic state. In our paper, we set r = 3.689945977 and take the initial value c 0 as keys. We repeatedly calculate N times using the Equation (1) To describe procedure of encryption, we take a permutated block B for example. Once a closed Hilbert order is selected for a permutated block B, the content owner pseudo-randomly selects a pixel B x,y from the permutated block according to another random key K b , where x and y are the indices of the pixel B x,y (1 ≤ x ≤ n, 1 ≤ y ≤ n + 1). Further, The content owner scans B in selected closed Hilbert order beginning with B x,y to generate a one-dimensional pixel sequence denoted by X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }, m = n × (n + 1). Let the encrypted pixel sequence be P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m }. X is encrypted by addition modulo 256 [45] with key transmission to get P as follows:
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Where k(0 ≤ k ≤ 255) is a pseudorandom number generated by using pseudorandom number generator for encrypting X according to a random key K t . The encryption value of x i−1 is transmitted as a key for the encryption of x i . After obtaining the encrypted sequence, an encrypted block EB is constructed from E according to the closed Hilbert order. All the permutated blocks are encrypted by using the above method. Last, an encrypted image is generated by those encrypted blocks.
Since k is a pseudorandom number, all the encrypted pixel values are also pseudorandom numbers. It is unquestionable that no probability polynomial time (PPT) algorithm can identify a pseudorandom number sequence and a random number sequence till now [46] . Consequently, there is no PPT adversary can identify an encrypted pixel sequence and a random number sequence. Our image encryption with a pseudorandom number k is secure. The encryption key consists of c 0 , K p , K b and K t
B. DATA HIDING IN ENCRYPTED IMAGE
Since relative positions between two adjacent original pixels in each permutated block are preserved during the encryption as described in the Section II A, the data hider can calculate two-layer adjacent encrypted pixel errors to capture the adjacent original pixel errors. The histogram of two-layer adjacent encrypted pixel errors is accommodated for data hiding. Since data hiding is achieved by histogram shifting in our paper, overflow or underflow may occur as most reversible data hiding based on histogram shifting. So some auxiliary information is generated inevitably in our paper, such as location map. The data hider divides the encrypted image into a series of non-overlapped blocks sized n × (n + 1) in raster-scanning order to obtain the encrypted blocks EX = {EB 1 , EB 2 , . . . , EB N } and divides EX into two parts EX 1 and EX 2
Auxiliary information is embedded into the LSBs of EX 1 using LSB replacement technique. Then the LSBs of EX 1 and secret data are concatenated as the embedding data which is embedded in EX 2 as follows.
1) HISTOGRAM GENERATION OF TWO-LAYER ENCRYPTED PIXEL ERRORS
In this part, the keys K p , K b and K t are unknown to the data hider. Consequently, the data hider cannot access the original image but can embed secret data into the encrypted image. Our two-layer encrypted pixel errors consist of the first layer encrypted pixel errors and the second layer encrypted pixel errors in our paper. An encrypted block EB(EB ∈ EX 2 ) is taken as an example for describing the calculation of two layer encrypted pixel errors and data hiding. The data hider selects a closed Hilbert order for EB according to the logistic map and the key c 0 described in section A. Then pseudo-randomly selects a pixel from EB to scan EB to generate a one-dimensional pixel sequence, denoted by E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } according to a random key K h . Let the first layer encrypted pixel errors be d 1 (3) , . . . , d 1 (m)} and the second layer encrypted pixel errors be
When 2 ≤ i ≤ m and e i is not the beginning pixel B x,y in the encryption, d 1 (i) can be further calculated as follows according to (5) . 
According to (6) , when 3 ≤ i ≤ m, d 2 (i) can be further obtained as in (7), shown at the bottom this page. Then, the data hider calculates the two layer encrypted pixel errors of all the encrypted blocks according to the above method. It is well-known that a natural image has local similarity. The error between two adjacent original pixels is close to zero. It is clear that the two layer encrypted pixel errors histogram distribution of the encrypted image will center at three points, i.e., −256, 0, 256 which are three peak points and there are fewer errors located at −127 or 127, as shown in Fig.3 . Then secret data can be embedded by histogram shifting. 
2) DATA EMBEDDING
After obtaining two layer encrypted pixel errors histogram, the secret data can be embedded into the encrypted image by histogram shifting. A parameter K is used for determining which errors are used for embedding secret data. Since there are three peak points, the embedding operation consists of three parts as follows.
• It is obvious that a larger K will generate more ''1''s and fewer ''0''s in L. Next, the L is losslessly compressed using arithmetic coding to reduce its size. The compressed map is embedded in the LSBs of EX 1 by using LSB replacing technique. Then the LSBs of EX 1 and secret data are concatenated to be embedded by Eq. (8), shown at the bottom of this page, where d 2 (i) denotes the second layer marked encrypted pixel error and s i (0 ≤ s i ≤ 1) is the current tobe-embedded secret bit. Furthermore, the first layer marked encrypted pixel error d 1 (i) can be obtained via
Similarly, the marked encrypted pixel can be obtained according to the following equation.
Note that the first encrypted pixel e 1 and the second encrypted pixel e 2 in E remain unchanged in data hiding according to (9) and (10), which is very crucial for data extraction and image recovery. In the last, the data hider can construct a marked encrypted block from {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e m } according to select closed Hilbert order. The data hider adopts the above method to embed secret data into the entire
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C. DATA EXTRACTION AND IMAGE RECOVERY
At the receiver side, the different keys held by the receiver determine different operations he or she can perform, respectively. With a marked encrypted image, if the receiver holds only the encryption key, he or she divides the marked encrypted image into a series of non-overlapped blocks sized n×(n+1) in raster-scanning order, then scans each block in the closed Hilbert order beginning with a selected pixel, where the closed Hilbert order and the selected pixel can be determined by the encryption key. Let {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e m } be a onedimensional marked encrypted pixel sequence after scanning a marked encrypted block. These marked encrypted pixels can be decrypted by
Where d i is a directly decrypted pixel value and k is generated by the encryption key. Consequently, a directly decrypted block EB can be constructed from
After all the blocks are decrypted, the receiver performs inverse block permutation to obtain a directly decrypted image, which is approximate with the original image. The K used in data hiding affects the quality of the directly decrypted image. The smaller the K is, the less the bins of histogram are shifted and the better the image quality is. Since we adopt histogram shifting to embed data, the directly decrypted image still has good quality. If the receiver holds only the data-hiding key, he or she also divides the marked encrypted image into a series of non-overlapped blocks sized n × (n + 1) in raster-scanning order to obtain the marked encrypted blocks EX = {EB 1 , EB 2 , . . . , EB N } and divides EX into two parts EX 1 = {EB 1 , EB 2 , . . . , EB r } and EX 2 = {EB r , EB 2 , . . . , EB N } according to r. The receiver extracts the LSBs of the pixels from EX 1 to construct a location map L. According to the location map, data extraction and the encrypted image recovery can be achieved from EX 2 in this part. For simplicity, we take a marked encrypted block EB as an example for introducing the following operation. The receiver scans EB in the closed Hilbert order beginning with a selected pixel, where the closed Hilbert order and the selected pixel can be determined by the data-hiding key. Let {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e m } be a one-dimensional marked encrypted pixel sequence after scanning EB . If the corresponding values of e i in location map L is 1, it is known that e i is excluded for data embedding and is unchanged in data hiding, so the encrypted pixel e i = e i . Otherwise data extraction and pixel recovery can be performed as follows. Since the first encrypted pixel e 1 and the second encrypted pixel e 2 remain unchanged in data hiding, thus
As shown above, e 1 and e 2 are recovered. Then the first layer marked encrypted pixel error d 1 (i) can be obtained via
Furthermore, the second layer marked encrypted pixel error d 2 (i) can be obtained via The hidden data bit s i can be extracted and the second layer encrypted pixel error can be recovered according to (15) and (16), shown at the bottom of the previous page. Then d 2 (i) and d 1 (i) are employed to recover the first layer encrypted pixel error d 1 (i) as follow.
Thus the encrypted pixel can be recovered via
The current encrypted pixel e i , which is recovered by the above method, is used for extracting the next data bit and recovering e i+1 . The encrypted block EB can be reconstructed by {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m }. Consequently, all the embedded data can be extracted and EX 2 can be recovered perfectly according to the above method. Then the data hider extracts secret data and the original LSBs of the pixels EX 1 from the embedded data. Finally, the encrypted image can be recovered losslessly by replacing the original LSBs of the pixels EX 1 with the LSBs of the pixels EX 1 .
If the receiver holds the data-hiding key and the encryption key both at once, he or she can not only extract the embedded data but also recover the original image losslessly. In the first place he or she extracts secret data from the marked encrypted image and recovers the encrypted image according to the data-hiding key. Then, with the encryption key, the original image is generated by decrypting the encrypted image.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate our performances, several experimental results will be carried out in this section. The impact of K to the quality of the directly decrypted image and the embedding capacity is considered after the effectiveness of encryption is analyzed. Furthermore, we also demonstrate the superiority of PSNR and payload capacity. Section A analyzes key space of our image encryption. Section B presents the performance of encryption, Section C discusses our embedding capacity and visual quality, and Section D analyzes comparisons with other methods.
A. KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
Security of an encryption algorithm mainly depends on the size of key space. In general, the larger the key space, the more secure the algorithm is. The key space of our image encryption includes four parts.
The first part is the random key used to control the pseudorandom generator for block permutation. The precision of the key is 64 bits. Since the key is used to randomly permute block and the permutation number of blocks is N !, the valid key space is min (2 64 , N !). When the block number N > 21, the following expression N ! > 2 64 holds. In this case, the key space is 2 64 . Otherwise, the key space is N !.
The second part is the initial value of the logistic chaotic map c 0 . As c 0 is a floating number and requires 64 bits for storage, its key space is 2 64 . Since a block has two close Hilbert orders to select and the number of scanning orders is 2 N , the valid key space is min (2 64 , 2 N ) .
The third part is the values of x and y which are the indices of beginning pixel of a block and are selected by a random key. The precision of the key is also 64 bits. Since 1 ≤ x ≤ n, 1 ≤ y ≤ n + 1, the key space is (n(n + 1)) N . The valid key space is min(2 64 , (n(n + 1)) N ).
The fourth part is the value of k for transmission encryption of each block, which is determined by the random key with 64 bits. Since 0 ≤ k ≤ 255, The valid key space is min (2 64 , 256 N ) . In summary, the key space of our image encryption is min (2 64 , N !) × min(2 64 , 2 N ) × min(2 64 , (n(n + 1)) N ) × min (2 64 , 256 N ). For example, for a 512 × 512 image, if n = 16, the total number of image blocks is 960. Consequently, our key space is 2 64 × 2 64 × 2 64 × 2 64 = 2 256 , which is large enough to resist brute-force attacks [47] , [48] .
B. THE PERFORMANCE OF ENCRYPTION
Eight standard images (512 × 512) in Fig. 4 are tested to demonstrate the perceptual security and the statistical security of the proposed encryption method. For the page limitation, the next experiments are conducted under the block size is n = 16. We encrypt eight images to obtain the encrypted versions which are some completely incomprehensible images, as shown in Fig.5 . The details of original image cannot be captured from Fig.5 subjectively. Then statistical security is evaluated using entropies of the encrypted images and correlation coefficients. The information entropy is a kind of quantitative means which measures the randomness, which is mathematically defined as follow.
where X = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x L−1 } and P(x i ) is the probability of x i . Generally, the bigger the entropy is, the more capable the encryption will be to resist statistical attacks. As for grayscale images, L = 256 and the ideal value of entropy is 8. In our paper, the entropies of eight encrypted images are all almost 8, shown in Table. 1. The more it gets close to 8, the less possible for attackers to decode cipher images. And it measures the distribution of the pixels for each intensity level, which can be expressed by the histograms of the encrypted images intuitively. Fig.6 illustrates the pixel histograms of those encrypted images. It is obvious that our histograms are uniformly distributed. This means that our encryption can resist statistical attacks. The encryption quality of the purposed algorithm can be measured using correlation coefficient between the original image and the encrypted image, which is calculated by the following equation.
Where Cov(X , Y) denotes the cross covariance between the encrypted image and the original image, σ (X ) and σ (Y ) are the standard deviations of the encrypted and original images, respectively. The measured results are shown in Table. 1. The correlation coefficients are all almost 0. The results clearly demonstrate that the encrypted images have very low correlations as compared to the original images and no information leakage from the encrypted images in case of statistical attacks.
C. EMBEDDING CAPACITY AND VISAUAL QUALITY
After obtaining the eight encrypted images, the second layer adjacent encrypted pixel errors are calculated. Fig. 7 shows the error histograms of the eight encrypted images in Fig. 5 . As we seen, there are three peak points, i.e., -256, 0, 256 and fewer errors near -127 or 127 in each histogram. Thus, histogram shifting is accommodated for reversible data hiding in our paper. Visual quality between the directly decrypted image and the original image is compared by measuring the peak signal noise ratio (PSNR), which is calculated as follow. PSNR = 10 log 10
Where I (i, j) and I (i, j) denote the pixel value in the i-th row and the j-th column of the original image and directly decrypted image, respectively. The bigger the PSNR is, the better the visual quality of the directly decrypted image is and the smaller distortion is. Obviously, the pure embedding capacity except the compressed location map in each image VOLUME 6, 2018 and PSNR of corresponding directly decrypted image are determined by the parameter K and are presented in the Table. 2 when K ranges 0 to 4. Generally, with the K increases, more error bins are employed to shift for data hiding.
Consequently, the larger the pure embedding rate and the lower the quality of the directly decrypted image will be. It can be also seen that there exists a maximum embedding rate for each image. In When the test images reach the maximum embedding rates, if K increases, more pixels will overflow or underflow after shifted and are marked by the location map. More hiding space the location map occupies, the smaller the embedding rate will be. In addition, the embedding rate and visual quality are both closely related to image contents. It is observed that smooth images (e.g. Lena, Airplane, boats, Reagan) will generally have bigger embedding rate and better visual quality than the textural images due to the smaller location map. Fig. 8 (a)-(h) show eight directly decrypted images when the K equaled to 4, the qualities of the directly decrypted images are satisfactory and the human visual system cannot perceive the distortion from those images. Above all, data extraction and original image recovery can always be performed perfectly due to the location map L which records those unsuitable for shifting.
D. COMPARISONS
We adopt PSNR to evaluate the qualities of decrypted images containing embedded data. The proposed scheme is compared with some recent popular RDH schemes [25] , [27] , [37] , [39] . Fig. 9 is the PSNR comparison among the assessed schemes for different test images under the given embedding rate. It is observed that the performance of [25] underperforms those of the other schemes, since hundreds of pixels are modified to embed several bits in [25] . The performance of [37] is satisfactory, whereas the maximum embedding rate cannot reach those of the schemes [27] , [39] and our scheme. The reason is that less smooth pixels are selected to embed data. Besides, the PSNRs of the proposed scheme are bigger than [37] under any embedding rate for Lena, Airplane and Boats and the curves of [37] are close to those of the proposed scheme for the other images. The performance of our scheme outperforms the performances of [25] and [39] for the entire test images. The performance of [27] lags behind that of our scheme except for Goldhill. For the Goldhill, the PSNRs of the proposed scheme are bigger than those of [27] when the embedding rate is bigger than 0.2 bpp.
In addition, it should be noted that some schemes, such as [27] and [37] , can achieve relatively satisfactory performances. However, the schemes [27] , [37] have to perform an extra operation before encrypting the original image to vacate room for data hiding. It is not efficient for data hiding. Specifically, the scheme in [27] utilizes Paillier encryption, which results in data expansion after image encryption. And data expansion will bring about the pressure of transmission and storage. Furthermore, it is effortless to obtain room in the plain images rather than the encrypted images. The reason is that plain images have superior pixel correlation, while encryption operation disorganizes pixel correlation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a novel reversible data hiding scheme in encrypted image based on two-layer pixel errors, which consists of image encryption, data embedding and data extraction. Our embedding capacity is determined by spatial correlation of original pixels. An original image is encrypted by the content owner, which brings about good security performance and the confidentiality of the image is preserved well. The data hider can embed secret data into the encrypted image using histogram shifting of two-layer encrypted pixel errors without knowing the original image content. The receiver can carry out different operations according to different keys he/she holds. Our scheme is separable and error-free. In short, as a new scheme of RDHEI without data expansion, the performance of the proposed scheme is satisfactory.
